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A Note From Our Editor
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THIS TERM AT THE YSC

Fantastic beasts and where to find them

[Friday week 2/Monday week 3] 
! J.K Rowling’s much anticipated 

addition to the wizarding world is a 
decent start to a new franchise. It has a 
bit of a rocky start where the opening 
scene is used to introduce more 
characters than a viewer can take. 
However, the moment when Newt 
Scamander performs a mating 

dance for an escaped creature signals a 
turning point for the film, with an 
entertaining, if a little predictable second 
half. Though the film slightly lacks the 
heart of the Harry Potter franchise, the 
torrent of new magical creatures we are 
introduced to are nothing short of 
stunning, and Eddie Redmayne puts on a 
particularly quirky performance as the 
eccentric Newt Scamander.  AC

THE E FACTOR:

After an awkward start, the film will win you 
over thanks to wonderful performances, 
stunning visuals and a devious Niffler. 

Arrival [Thursday week 3] 
! This Villenueve masterpiece marries 

the equally terrifying and awe-
inspiring worlds of sci-fi and thriller to 
bring you a space epic. Dr Louise 
Banks (Amy Adams) is a renowned 
professor of comparative linguistics, 
called in by government forces to 
decipher what they believe to be alien 
communication. With her the team, 
including Jeremy ‘Hawkeye’ Renner 
and Forrest Whittaker, she undergoes 
an adventure of self-discovery whilst 
uncovering dark secrets of her reality. 
Arrival breaks the barriers that trap the 
typical sci-fi focus into a feature about 
scary green foreigners and unknown 
territories to include the human factor 
by arousing pure emotion and intrigue. 
I’m talking political anguish, tragic 
heartbreak and deep philosophical 
s&*#. That’s not to say you don’t get a 
good space movie out of it, oh lord you 

do! Think of it as the next step up from 
Interstellar…only a million times 
better.  KD

THE E FACTOR:

This phenomenal performance by Amy 
Adams will bring you nothing but 
gasps, tears and fears – an instant 
classic! 
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THIS TERM AT THE YSC

Moana [Monday week 5] 

! Some people are saying this film is as 
good as Frozen. I think it is better. Set 
on a Pacific island, join Moana on her 
journey to follow her ancestors, and 
discover where her heart truly lies. 
With amazing music from the band Te
Vaka and produced by Hamilton 
genius Lin Manuel Miranda, you’ll be 
swept away to warmer weather. This 
film is the new Disney classic with a 
soundtrack that you’ll have stuck in 
your head for weeks! KL

THE E FACTOR:

The latest Disney movie, with 
amazing songs, and a great plot line: 
a must see for everyone!

rogue one: a star wars story 

[Thursday and Friday week 6] 

! Director Gareth Edwards delivers 
spectacular imagery, zippy action and 
references galore in the first Star Wars 
Anthology film. Great central 
performances from Felicity Jones and 
Alan Tudyk provide a surprising 

emotional resonance in a compelling 
quest to steal the Death Star plans.  It’s 
by no means perfect, though. Peter 
Cushing’s waxy Atari corpse is far too 
distracting and the film leans a little too 
heavy on the nostalgia to truly stand on 
its own. Still, when it flies it delivers 
some of the most riveting thrills this 
side of Endor and, come the final stretch 
any complaints will be a distant 
memory. TS

THE E FACTOR:

Barrels of fun, the Star Wars prequel 
we were looking for all along.
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THIS TERM AT THE YSC

Doctor strange [Monday week 7] 

! Marvel is always on it when it comes 
to creating something visually 
stimulating and exciting. This 
Cumberbatch-filled monster of a 
superhero movie makes full use of 
everything CGI has to offer – and it 
works. Stephen Strange, a successful, 
handsome, wealthy neurosurgeon (and 
boy does he know it) is met with great 
misfortune when he loses full 
functionality of his hands in a tragic 
car accident. With the help of Tilda
Swinton, he discovers a new energy 
that he didn’t know was within him to 
release a power like no other. This film 
does justice to the crazy, emphatic 
superhero genre. However, I believe to 
truly enjoy this movie, it must be 
viewed as a standalone from Marvel. 
Comparing it with other origin stories 
might leave you slightly disappointed, 

but don’t let that discourage you! Dr 
Strange still provides you with the 
speed and fascination that comes with 
comic-book epics. KD

THE E FACTOR:

A visually awesome depiction of a 
loved comic-book classic with just the 
right amount of CGI effects to make 
you leave the cinema all bright eyed! 

The edge of Seventeen [Thursday week 7] 

! The Edge is Seventeen is a witty and 
wonderful movie which perfectly 
captures the angst and awkwardness 
of teenage years by following insecure, 
but humorous seventeen year old 
Nadine, as her best friend and loathed

older brother become an item. Hailee 
Steinfield shines as Nadine, bringing us 
moments of dislike perfectly balanced 
with moments of hilarity and empathy, 
as she struggles to find her way through 
the last of high school without her best 
friend to catch her when she falls.. AC

THE E FACTOR: 

A genuinely funny film that will 
both warm your heart and make you 
cringe as you think back to your own 
teen angst. 
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